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Hello there DiNAs, 

Our last meeting was held on Monday 28th March at 1pm.  Below is an outline of the topics 
we covered. 

Last Meeting’s Topics 

 Our Facebook Page; 
 Steps to Understanding DNA; 
 Next Meeting. 

Our group has a closed Facebook page which can only be accessed by invitation.  We find it 
the easiest way of offering items from the DNA world to each other.  One of the great 
benefits is that anyone in the group can post articles of interest or ask and answer 
questions. 

If you are on Facebook and wish to join us, then simply make a request on the home page.  
It is a private place to ask questions as well as to read about the latest happenings in DNA 
genealogy.  

We started the last meeting as usual by discussing items from our Facebook page.  Here are 
some links you may find useful. 

Our Facebook Page: From February 28th 

 This time of the year there are lots of cheap DNA kit deals going for the major 

testing companies.  My recommendation, as usual, is that you do the first test 

through AncestryDNA.  This is because you can then move your raw DNA to a 

number of other sites which usually charge a small one-off fee to use their tools.  

Ancestry does not let you upload to their site.  Also AncestryDNA has the largest 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/242175172819966/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/242175172819966/
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database by far.  To get a cheap AncestryDNA kit year-round check out the 

“Looking for cheapest prices for Ancestry DNA kits?” paragraph below. 
 Roberta Estes’ and others  gave us a "heads-up" about free tools from MyHeritage 

during RootsTech.  Between March 1-8, MyHeritage included all of the advanced 
tools for free with a DNA file upload from another vendor (eg Ancestry). That 
included those features that usually required a $29 unlock but were free for that 
week; 

 Roberta has also written a blog to help us navigate the online RootsTech venue and 
can be read here; 

 MyHeritage introduced a new tool called LiveStory.  Try it for yourself today at 

myheritage.com/livestory!  Whereas it’s not really a new DNA tool, but it may be 

something that could take off in the future once they add more accents and 

dialects.  Who knows, it may encourage many of us to research and write more 

about our ancestors; 

 Continuing the RootsTech theme, there is a link to Michelle Leonard talking about 

her Top Tips for Identifying DNA Matches … 
 … and Family Search offers a video about Syncing your FamilySearch Tree with 

MyHeritage; 
 MyHeritage’s Product Manager Gal Zrihen tells us about Exploring Your DNA 

Matches with AutoClusters and the Chromosome Browser; 
 Roberta Estes with a further blog about RootsTech.  She says: “The official dates of 

RootsTech 2022 were March 3-5, but the sessions and content in the vendor booths 
are still available. I’ve compiled a list of the sessions focused on DNA, with web links 
on the RootsTech YouTube channel”.  Read about it here; 

 And finally, each month, Louise Coakley puts out a DNA & Genetic Genealogy News 
letter containing lots of links to things that happened that month; 

Steps to Understanding DNA. 

I decided that now is the time to revisit the how and the why of DNA with some basic steps 
to how to understand and organise your results. 

I mentioned that DNA testing can: 

• Help us verify our family tree.  In this way we can ensure that the people we have in 
our tree are actually ours.  It lets us find NPE (non-paternal events) such as adoption, 
illegitimacy, step-parenting etc.  Once we understand that the branch doesn’t always 
follow the paper trail, we can decide to move our energy elsewhere. 

• Reduce time wasted – if we have found that a particular branch of our tree is not 
biologically related we may decide not to spend too much time chasing down that 
particular rabbit hole.  We may also save money by not buying the various 
certificates. 

We should remember that DNA testing is just another tool.  It won’t give names, we need 
conventional records for that, but it will give us direction – be it a recurring surname or 
location that we find in our matches’ trees.  It is vital that we use DNA with traditional forms 
of family history research, such as BMD records, censuses, wills and other documentation. 

https://dna-explained.com/2022/03/01/free-advanced-dna-tools-at-myheritage-with-dna-file-upload/?fbclid=IwAR29bRUbsPlMXlChuGIa5C4ccnWjz6I7m_aJS6m_LJ3BeskeBsN8Z8k-9_Y
https://dna-explained.com/2022/03/02/how-to-find-rootstech-2022-sessions-other-info-you-need-to-know/?fbclid=IwAR0Y_KQ6yEg0F5SHlvrXyOsoPfg4CWxi-5UKy6q8HAE9PJasKp-1Zysbz4k
https://www.myheritage.com/livestory?fbclid=IwAR34qW31Gzbey5HOv-vTjoHAYmf3uxFBswXIgDeEfpLcZV50HtFF4G0FPkU
https://www.familysearch.org/rootstech/session/top-tips-for-identifying-dna-matches?fbclid=IwAR0o_fkGKCzi6pL7iO-ogBbJ_8CxG6QNGN6Lj8IHJ3yLgSxDDTCqbOQ_gIQ
https://www.familysearch.org/rootstech/session/syncing-your-familysearch-tree-with-myheritage?fbclid=IwAR0ODmbfpqkO8nRFff9iKCuajr0_nvWocnac-BeAyZMhfUw83AAxtugne34
https://www.familysearch.org/rootstech/session/syncing-your-familysearch-tree-with-myheritage?fbclid=IwAR0ODmbfpqkO8nRFff9iKCuajr0_nvWocnac-BeAyZMhfUw83AAxtugne34
https://www.familysearch.org/rootstech/session/using-the-autocluster-and-the-chromosome-browser-to-explore-your-dna-matches?fbclid=IwAR3dKbONQmczHxeYL42i4HoIF7Qg1PazTLpT2KDGI5KNs-QHwD4kS2F6CfI
https://www.familysearch.org/rootstech/session/using-the-autocluster-and-the-chromosome-browser-to-explore-your-dna-matches?fbclid=IwAR3dKbONQmczHxeYL42i4HoIF7Qg1PazTLpT2KDGI5KNs-QHwD4kS2F6CfI
https://dna-explained.com/2022/03/08/top-ten-rootstech-2022-dna-sessions-all-dna-session-links/?fbclid=IwAR0Y_KQ6yEg0F5SHlvrXyOsoPfg4CWxi-5UKy6q8HAE9PJasKp-1Zysbz4k
https://mailchi.mp/a748c8237668/genetic-genealogy-dna-enews-from-genie1-26mar2022?e=b9af30202f&fbclid=IwAR2Hm5Nz2EPPR2NOaqcwdapUahVmWwCXHgvTWAsWkiK1VURJNSoZQSvAloo
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Ethnicity evaluation 

One of the first things we do when we get our results back is to look at our ethnicity – who 
we are and what makes up our genetic background.  For many years this was simply seen by 
genetic genealogists as a fun occupation but not really what DNA testing is about.  Things 
are starting to change on this front.  For a start, the size of the various populations that our 
DNA is tested against is getting larger in terms of numbers and also the number of ethnic 
groups are increasing as more people from around the world are tested.  Ancestry now 

includes “Shared Communities” that will pin some of our ancestors to a particular location.  
In the picture below, some of my matches form a Region that has significant DNA 

characteristics.  When I look further it seems the region I match is to Lancashire and the 
Greater Manchester areas.  I know that my maternal side comes from this area, therefore if 
I get an unknown match that shows this region on their ethnicity, then I can be almost 
certain that the match is on my mother’s line. 
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Unfortunately, Ancestry does not have these Shared Communities for all ethnic groups – for 
example I have yet to find one on my paternal line – but this is just an example of how we 
can include ethnicity as part of finding whether those matches are on our paternal or 
maternal lines. 

Looking at our DNA matches 

Finding whether our matches – our cousins – are on mum or dad’s side is the major 
objective for first time testers.  We can now get to the pointy end of why we tested with 
DNA by looking at the large number of matches that we have – a task that often becomes 
overwhelming.  The first question we have to ask is can we identify anyone?  Is there 
anyone on the list who shares a surname with us, or is instantly recognisable?  If so, then we 
will know whos line they belong to and can label them accordingly.   

But, what happens if we can’t identify anyone?  In this case, we have to play a bit smarter.  
Look at those matches with public trees, are there names or places that we recognise?  Can 
these clues provide us with the opportunity to classify whether the match falls into one side 
or the other?  Look at our closest matches first.  The list provided by Ancestry starts with the 
match with the highest cM (centiMorgan) number which means that these are the closest 
matches to you.  As an example if you test a sibling then you both share on average 
2600cM.  if you test a parent or child then you share about 3600cM.  A nibling (neice or 
nephew) will share on average 1750cM and a 2nd cousin 229cM.  You can discover more by 
trying out the Shared cM Project tool. 

The other thing you need to keep in mind is that the further back we go using autosomal 
DNA (atDNA) testing, the less DNA that relative will share with us.  By the time we get to 6 
to 8 generations before finding a Common Ancestor (CA), there will be very little atDNA 
shared between us and these distant cousins.  By identifying where a cousin sits on our tree, 
we can then use that to determine which great-grandparent(s) will be our CA.  A 1st cousin 
shares grandparents with us while a 4th cousin should share 3xGreat grandparents.  So for 
many cases when our match does not have a deep or wide tree, we may have to build it 
ourselves. 

Common Ancestors 

One importand thing when looking at our match list is to determine whether any of them 
have a CA in their tree.  This is shown under the tree details on the list as “Common 
ancestor”. 

This shows that both you and your match have ancestors in common in both your trees.  
This is very helpful for determining links between us and this match. 

Coloured Dots 

When you open your ancestry match list, you will find on the right hand side a small circle 
with a + sign in the middle. when you hover over the + sign you will notice a drop down 

https://dnapainter.com/tools/sharedcmv4
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menu which says “Add to group”. By clicking here another menu will open with a task box 
that asks you to create a custom group.  Clicking on the “Create custom group” you can 

choose a colour and give it a name. For example you could choose pink and call it maternal, 

you can choose blue and call it paternal.  I put a number in front of my description e.g. 01 or 
02, as this brings the coloured dot to the top of the list – I could probably use AA or AAB 
which may have the same effect.  Once you have those two coloured dots you are now able 
to add them to your matches. Now you can look down your list of matches and identify any 
that you know and then give them a blue or pink dot.  

Shared Matches 

Next, we look at how many shared matches each of our matches have. A shared match is 
one where a match matches us and also other people. Shared matches are important in that 
it allows us to add more dots. If your match is on the maternal line then all those matches 
that are shared with you and your match are also maternal and of course the same goes 
with paternal. The only real problem is if you have endogamy, which means that breeding 
takes place within a small population such as Ashkenazi Jews or small early settler 
populations. In these instances, cousins could be marrying cousins and therefore many of 
the early population will crossover and show on both maternal and paternal sides. 

Any of the matches that you both share you can now also give them that same coloured dot. 
You are now starting to give many of your matches pink or blue dots despite in many cases 
not knowing where the match actually fits into your tree 

Ancestry Relationships 
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The next thing you can do is add a relationship to each of your matches. This is a new 

feature from ancestry and it asks the question “Do you recognise them”, in other words do 
you know where your match fits into your tree. If you have already given your match a pink 
or blue dot you may not know the full relationship of any common ancestors but at least 
you can say that the match is on your mother’s side for your father’s side. You need to now 
click on the “Yes” button and another window will open asking you whether the match is on 
your mother’s side, your father’s side or both sides. If you click on a side – say your mother’s 
– then another window will open asking whether you know their relationship. If all you have 

is a pink dot then just go down to the bottom of the window and click on the words “I'm not 
sure”. You will then need to confirm your choice and then the particular side that you have 
chosen will now come up on the match page next to your match.  So in effect you have now 
provided 2 instances of identifying your paternal or maternal matches. Unfortunately at this 
time ancestry does not let us search on the new identification but we are able to search on 
the coloured dots. 
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Linking a match to our Tree 

One of the next things we can do is to link a match to a person in our tree. As you will see 
from the graphic below unlinked matches have 
a blue circle on a white background with a small 
family tree in the centre.  When you click on 
that circle next to your match’s name a box will 
open asking you for the name of that person in 
your tree. You simply type in the name and a list 
of names will show underneath the box.  Click 

on the correct name and the white background circle will turn to a blue background. This 
means that all you need to do is to click on that blue icon on your match list and it will take 
you directly to the person in your tree. Clicking on the blue icon in your tree will take you 
back to your DNA match list. 

Floating Branches 

But what happens if you don't have this match in your tree? The answer is to start a floating 
branch. What is a floating branch I hear you ask? A floating branch is an unlinked family 
group that you have put inside your tree.  It provides an extra branch or twig for your match 
when you don't know which common ancestors you share and therefore cannot link the 
person to an ancestor. Once you have that floating branch in your tree your task is to find 
these common ancestors and link them together. Again remember, that you can access any 
of these floating branch matches by simply clicking on the blue icon next to your match on 
your match list.  You can watch a video by Connie Knox on how to create a floating branch – 
or tree as she calls it. 

Looking for cheapest prices for Ancestry DNA kits? 

As you are aware, the major DNA testing companies regularly reduce their prices for certain 
events such as Christmas, Easter, St. Patricks Day or simply because it’s Tuesday.  It is worth 
joining the Facebook group Using DNA for Genealogy - Australia & NZ not only for its 
interesting DNA information but also to find the cheapest prices for DNA kits.  The site is 
administered by the well-known Australian genetic 
genealogist Louise Coakley.  Clicking on Discussion 
under the membership photos at the top of their page 
and scrolling down, will open a graphic called 

“Discounts: DNA Tests & 
Subscriptions”.  If you can’t find it, 
search at the top of the page for “Discounts DNA Tests”.  Whenever a 
member in the group becomes aware of a discount link, it will be shared 
here.  

The regular price for an AncestryDNA kit in Australia is A$129 + $30 shipping.  When I logged 
into this site today (14/4/2022) the discount price for an AncestryDNA kit was shown as 
A$85 + $30 shipping (shipping includes a return-paid satchel).  Looking for a bargain?  It is 
certainly worth visiting this site regularly.  

And Finally: 

Don’t forget, if you find something of interest then let the rest of us know too, either by 
sending me an email, bringing it up at the next meeting or posting it onto our Facebook 

Unlinked matches have:   

Linked matches change to:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9PPaHCZjqIQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9PPaHCZjqIQ
https://www.facebook.com/groups/400009620157960
mailto:ken@winhunter.com
https://www.facebook.com/groups/242175172819966/?ref=bookmarks
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page. If you want us to discuss a particular DNA subject let Pauline or myself know and we 
can chat about it at one of our future meetings. 

Next Meeting:  

Pauline will be presenting on Monday 25th  April  2022  between  1:00pm –  3:00pm.  Because 

it’s a public holiday the meeting will be held via Zoom.   

To get onto Zoom, use our link: 
  

or if you have the Zoom app, our usual Zoom Meeting ID is 
  

See you then and stay safe. 

 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/242175172819966/?ref=bookmarks
mailto:paullina48@gmail.com
mailto:ken@winhunter.com



